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Prof Andy Koronios

Chief Executive Officer

Dear Colleagues

Welcome to the final edition of the SmartSat newsletter 
for 2021. Despite the ongoing challenges associated with 
the COVID-19 pandemic, we have had another wonderful 
year of achievements, many of which will be outlined in this 
newsletter. 

 

We now have over 100 projects and have awarded 32 PhD 
scholarships. We have accelerated the development of our 
Capability Demonstrators and are working towards building 
a portfolio of larger projects aimed aimed at supporting our 
Nation to meet major challenges . You can read more about our 
research and other activity in our recently published Annual 
Report. 

 

As the year draws to a close, I would like to recognise the 
team members who will be moving on to pursue other 
opportunities in 2022. Firstly, I would like to thank Professor 
Allison Kealy for her substantial contribution as both 
Acting CRO and Research Capability Coordinator. Allison 
will be taking up an exciting opportunity with the Victorian 
Government and will continue to support SmartSat through 
our Research Advisory Network. I would also like to thank 
Jeff Kasparian who has made a substantial contribution as 
Research Program Manager. Jeff has played a critical role 
in building our Advanced Communications, Connectivity & 
IoT program. 

 

I would like to acknowledge the hard work and dedication 
of the SmartSat Chair, Board of Directors, Executive and the 
broader team. And finally, to our partners and stakeholders 
for your ongoing support to deliver on our mission.

 

I wish you all a safe and happy holiday season and trust you 
will enjoy a well-earned break. We look forward to returning 
in the New Year and resuming face-to-face interactions and 
events with partners as we continue to grow Australia’s 
space ecosystem. 

 

Andy

“We now have over 100 
projects and have awarded 
32 PhD scholarships. 
We have accelerated 
the development of our 
Capability Demonstrators 
and are working towards 
building a portfolio of larger 
projects aimed at supporting 
our Nation to meet major 
challenges. You can read 
more about our research and 
other activity in our recently 
published Annual Report.”

Message from the CEO
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Outreach & Partnerships 
Adj Prof Nicola Sasanelli

Director, Outreach & 
Partnerships

Dear Colleagues

As we conclude 2021, the list of communication and 
outreach activities throughout the second half of the 
year has grown beyond our expectations.  These have 
brought many opportunities to share knowledge, connect 
and collaborate with our partners and the broader space 
sector.  As well as SmartSat delivered events, our team also 
regularly participate in industry events as guest speakers, 
panel members or moderators.  

In addition to these events, the first SmartSat Conference 
was held on 18 – 19 November, as a fully virtual event due 
to COVID19 uncertainties.  Over 280 SmartSat partners and 
industry colleagues attended the event, which included 13 
sessions with over 60 speakers.  Highlights of the program 
area outlined further in this newsletter.  I would like to take 
this opportunity to thank everyone who contributed to the 
conference and it’s outstanding success. 

Media coverage over the past few months has also been 
steady, with six media releases issued since the last 
newsletter.  This includes updates on the UK-Space Bridge, 
project announcements and Node funding announcements. 
I encourage partners to like the SmartSat LinkedIn page for 
news as it is announced, or check the Media Releases on 
our website. 

In October, I was fortunate to take a long-awaited international 
trip to the International Aeronautical Congress in Dubai, where 
I met with our international friends and colleagues.  SmartSat 
was represented at the Australian Space Agency’s exhibition 
booth promoting the Australian space sector.  Our international 
connections remain strong as we progress projects with both 
NASA and ESA and enter in discussions with universities in 
Europe.  No doubt as travel resumes these connections will 
continue to grow.

We have already commenced planning for a series of 
events in 2022 and sincerely hope there will be more 
opportunities to meet in-person in the coming year.  I wish 
you all a very happy festive season and look forward to 
seeing you in 2022.

 

Nicola

“Our international connections 
remain strong as we progress 
projects with both NASA and 
ESA and enter in discussions 
with universities in Europe.”
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In addition to projects involving the SmartSat partner 
network, SmartSat facilitated the first investments under 
the UK-Australia Space Bridge framework in the areas of 
Earth Observation, Agriculture, Space Communications, and 
Quantum Technologies for Space. This collaboration was 
supported with our partners Satellite Applications Catapult 
and the UK Science and Innovation Network and involved 
Austrade and the Australian Space Agency. The five projects will 
explore and advance satellite technologies for a range of uses 
including: Antarctic Sea ice detection; plant breeding programs 
and agricultural yield forecasting; preventing cyber-attacks 
on future financial encryption services; improving stability of 
next generation satellite communication links under changing 
weather conditions; and establishing commercial opportunities 
for Earth Observation calibration and validation facilities for 
upcoming missions of each country.

This is an extensive set of research projects with our partners, 
that will lead to exciting outcomes and technologies that 
enable Australia’s future missions. 

Research

Dr Carl Seubert

Chief Research Officer

The last six months has been one of SmartSat’s most 
active periods in terms of project approvals. In September 
our Board approved nine projects for funding, representing 
a SmartSat cash investment of almost $3.5m. These 
projects will aim to answer major research questions 
that align with Capability Demonstrator mission system 
requirements and end-user sector needs. Two of them 
are specifically exploring research to be demonstrated 
onboard Kanyini. 

 Projects approved at September Board meetings

• Space Jeopardy & Response (S-JAR), led by DST Group 
with RMIT, University of Sydney and ANU

• Satellite Proximity Surveillance System (SatProx), led by 
University of Adelaide with Inovor

• Cyber Security and Resilient Low Earth Orbit Satellite 
Operations: Development of Cyberworthiness using a 
Digital Twin Approach (C-JAR), led by UniSA with DST 
Group

• On-board Processing (OBP) for Advanced Tactical 
Communications, led by DST Group with Airbus, 
LatConnect60, Fleet Space and Macquarie University

• Spectrum Sensing from Space, led by Flinders University 
with DST Group

• Small satellite energy-efficient on-board AI processing 
of hyperspectral imagery for early fire-smoke detection, 
led by UniSA with Swinburne University of Technology, 
Geoscience Australia and Fireball International. 

• Onboard Hyperspectral AI: Cal, Panoptic segmentation, 
estimation, led by Queensland University of Technology 
with CSIRO Data 61

• Adaptive Analytical Tool for Better Understanding 
and Reducing Future Bushfire Risk, led by University 
of Adelaide with Shoal, RMIT, SA Department of 
Environment and Water and WA Dept of Fire and 
Emergency Services

• OzFuel (Australian Fuel Monitoring from Space) Phase A, 
led by ANU with Skykraft and UNSW Canberra.

Since July 2021, under our tactical research fund, 10 
projects have been approved with  total cash investment 
of approximately $1.3m. This includes our first suite of 
SmartSat Node projects, this time in NSW. These projects 
are jointly funded by SmartSat CRC and the NSW State 
Government as part of a joint effort to foster the creation 
and commercialisation of space-related research and 
innovation in NSW. We are grateful to the NSW and the other 
state governments for their support and investment of the 
SmartSat nodes.

Image: One Web  (UK Space Bridge project partner) 
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Industry
Peter Nikoloff

Chair, Industry Advisory 
Board

Kanyini Mission Director
South Australian Space Mission 

Kanyini consists of the spacecraft bus, designed and built 
by Inovor and provides the vital functions for the spacecraft 
including power, attitude control and communications to 
the ground. The bus also supports the Myriota IOT payload 
and SmartSat Hyperspectral Imaging payload (HyperScout). 
HyperScout was developed under an ESA program with the 
engineering model to support integration and test on its 
way to Australia as we speak. Launch is targeted for early 
2023.

 

The year has finished with a fantastic achievement for the 
Kanyini project team with the successful completion of the 
Critical Design Review (CDR), a very significant milestone 
for the spacecraft. The CDR is the gate where we approve 
the transition from design to commencing spacecraft build. 
The CDR team consisted of almost 30 members including 
experienced independent reviewers from the Australian Space 
Agency, CSIRO and MEWS who has extensive ESA experience. 
A large portion of design team is made up of young engineers, 
the future of our space industry. Well done, Team.

 

Finally, we were very excited to host Findon High School 
students to the Myriota facility for a tour of their labs and 
presentations from the Inovor and Myriota design teams 
on the wide variety of exciting space career opportunities.  
Findon High School was the winner of satellite naming 
competition. “Kanyini” means responsibility and 
unconditional love for all of creation and encompasses the 
key principles of Aboriginal life including, creation, soul, 
family and land.

  

Dr Sarah Cannard 

Industry Director

The final quarter for 2021 has been a busy one for the 
industry team. We concluded the ASA Moon to Mars 
webinars including Systems Engineering, Spacecraft 
Operations, and Launch Regulations. Thank you to all the 
partners who supported these presentations.

We also released the Defence End User Advisory Board 
Sector Priorities which now give us a complete set along 
with Agriculture & Natural Resources, and Mining & Energy  

The industry team has also finalised the results of the 2021 
Partner Survey and have used the results to map SmartSat 
partner capabilities. These maps will be published in Jan 
2022 and made available to partners, SmartSat committees 
and the SmartSat Board.
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SmartSat Projects: 
Australian Space Agency 
Roadmaps
Communications Roadmap - 12 months on

The Communications Technology and Services Roadmap 
was the first Australian Space Agency technology roadmap 
released in December 2020. SmartSat CRC and a number 
of its academic and government partners where involved in 
the Technical Advisory Group supporting the development 
of the roadmap. This close involvement has helped align 
SmartSat research with priorities identified by the space 
agency. 

To date, 23 projects have been initiated in technology fields 
linked to the six Focus Areas identified within the roadmap. 
These projects have attracted total funding of more than 
$15m comprising SmartSat CRC funding and in-kind 
contributions from SmartSat partners.

• LEO Satellite Services – 4%

• Optical Ground Stations – 36%

• Hybrid RF-Optical Communications – 28%

• Reconfigurable networks, radios, modems and  
 waveforms – 19%

• Satellite communication network management  
 tools – 2%

• Quantum enabled communications – 6%

• Looking forward, SmartSat will aim to integrate and 
demonstrate the application of the technologies being 
developed in these projects through partnership with 
organisations such as the Department of Defence. The 
Communications Roadmap identified focus areas where 
more investment could be made but these tend to be 
more emergent technology (quantum communications) 
or involve more systems level design than technology 
development (network management tools). SmartSat will 
explore through its capability demonstrator programs 
how artificial intelligence and optical communications will 
enable new research activities in these two specific areas.

• SmartSat will also work with partner organisation to 
identify high impact research that may be able to leverage 
the $50m of funding from Defence linked to the roadmap. 
This funding line could ensure industry is able to bring 
SmartSat developed technology to market in globally 
competitive time frames and deliver game changing 
communications technologies that support Australia’s 
national security.
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SmartSat Projects: 
Australian Space Agency 
Roadmaps
Earth Observation Roadmap

The Australian Space Agency recently released its Earth 
Observation (EO) from Space roadmap, as part of its 
broader Advancing Space program of activities.

The roadmaps are designed to assist all Australian space 
sector stakeholders, including industry, governments, 
researchers, the future workforce, investors and 
international partners. Adjacent sectors, including mining 
and energy, defence and national security, agriculture and 
natural resources, remote medicine, and environmental and 
disaster management can also benefit from this guidance 
to potentially extend their existing capabilities into the 
space sector, leverage expertise in the space sector or 
become customers of the sector.

The SmartSat CRC continues to invest in and support 
research projects that aligns with the EO Roadmap and the 
achievement of these goals of growing the sovereign space 
industry and supporting sectors. As part of this, SmartSat 
CRC is managing the South Australian Governments’ 
Kanyini Satellite program and partnering with CSIRO on 
developing the greater work package for the AquaWatch 
missions and applications.

SmartSat has developed projects and initiatives that align 
with each of the five focus segments identified in the EO 
Roadmap across EO Missions and payloads, Data Quality 
Assurance and integrity monitoring and Enhanced Data 
Management, International EO Partnership and Leadership 
and Access to International Data and Missions.

EO Missions currently being supported include 

• Kanyini hyperspectral and IoT satellite due for launch in 
2022 – This mission is designed to help foster a sovereign 
satellite construction and support industry with partners 
from Myriota and Inovor Technologies. Myriota are 
developing the IoT communications device and working 
on the COSINE Hyperspectral sensor integration work. 
Inovor are building the satellite 6U bus for the mission,

• Phase A of the OzFuel mission with ANU - The OzFuel 
(Australian Fuel Monitoring from Space) satellite mission 
will make use of sovereign technologies to deliver fuel 
hazard data, specifically tested for monitoring fuel 
conditions in Australia’s eucalypt-dominant bushland, 
with the goal of improving Australia’s pre-fire monitoring, 
prediction, preparation, response and resilience,

• Partnering in the AquaWatch mission foundation studies 
and pilot studies with CSIRO – This project aims to build an 
extensive network of purpose-designed Earth observation 
satellites and ground-based sensors to monitor the quality 
of Australia’s rivers and coastal and inland waterways with 
real-time data and predictive analysis.

Data Quality Assurance projects include 

• Next Generation Testbed Design for Earth Observation 
(Calibration/Validation) - This project aims to engage 
with satellite image producers, providers and users to 
prototype a next generation testbed platform to calibrate 
and validate earth observation satellite imagery.

• Aquawatch Pathfinder EO Sensor Design testbed – 
This project will develop a simulation suite for Earth 
Observation Sensor Design as well as VAI algorithm 
development and testing to enable simulation of satellite 
EO sensors and subsequent simulation of at-earth-surface 
image products.

Projects that incorporate elements of Enhanced Data 
Management include:

• The Kanyini mission with onboard AI processing – The 
onboard processing capability of the Kanyini satellite 
makes it possible to develop AI routines to pre-process 
data collected providing more value-added products to 
end-users,

• AquaWatch planned satellite data management and data 
integration to existing systems,

• Real Time Fire Analytics using historic data and new data 
to provide up to date fire data to emergency service 
agencies.

SmartSat CRCs UK Space Bridge initiative is developing projects 
with UK based partners and encouraging further interaction 
between the space leadership in each country. 

SmartSat CRC has also developed partnerships with 
international data providers that are supporting projects 
in Maritime Domain Awareness and high-definition ground 
deformation modelling from their existing missions.

As part of the commitment to develop Earth Observation 
capability within Australia, SmartSat CRC has agreed to 
establish, in partnership with the Queensland Government 
and the University of Queensland, an Earth Observation Hub 
to be based in Queensland that will look to provide Earth 
Observation services and capability to the wider Australian 
Space Community.

These SmartSat CRC projects and initiatives already cover 
a broad range of the activities outlined in the EO Roadmap. 
This foundation will continue to be built on with future 
activities planned against Mission Application Areas 
identified within the EO Roadmap including in the SmartSat 
CRC capability demonstrators, I-in-the-Sky and the Indo-
Pacific Connector, to advance the growing space sector in 
Australia and with our international partners. 

This roadmap and future roadmaps will continue to be a 
tool to help guide and direct future EO and other sector 
research activities within SmartSat CRC.

For more information on our projects visit the Projects 
pages on our website.
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The University of Adelaide team has already demonstrated 
timing stabilities comparable to the very best GNSS clocks 
(the Galileo H-maser) in a system that is at Technology 
Readiness Level (TRL) 4.  Excitingly, a technical pathway 
has been identified to improve this performance by 10-fold 
whilst at the same time reducing size, weight and power 
metrics. 

This project will mature the Compact Clock technology to 
the point where it can be developed into an Engineering 
Model in a second phase suitable for functional testing 
and space qualification of components.To make the clock 
more suitable for space-based applications, the high-power 
consumption and heavy components need to be replaced 

with small, low-power alternatives. Under this project, a new 
laser interrogation and detection system will be built, while 
the physics package will be completely replaced.  Much 
of the existing electronics will be replaced with compact 
digital versions. 

If successful, the project may contribute to the goals of the 
Defence Resilient Multi-Mission Space STaR Shot through 
provision of technology that can demonstrate accurate 
and resilient timing for advanced small satellite concepts  
potentially leading to incorporated in more advanced 
constellation demonstration of enhanced resilient space 
services.

For more information on this project, view the full 
factsheet here.

Projects 
Compact Clock for Small Satellite 
Applications 

Ubiquitous and reliable availability of precision time is of 
vital importance to our modern society. Its most high-profile 
application is seen in daily use by most of the world’s 
population though Global Navigation Satellite Systems 
(GNSS) such as the United States’ Global Positioning 
System (GPS) or the European Union’s Galileo system.  
Collectively, these GNSS generate trillions of dollars of 
economic benefits every year around the globe. However, 
all GNSS are potentially subject to spoofing, jamming or 
unavailability for a myriad of human and environmental 
reasons.  Further, Australia lacks a sovereign GNSS which 
represents an additional vulnerability of a critical system on 
which we are all dependent. 

Other emergent space-based applications for precision 
timing are seen in applications where highly accurate 
satellite position and timing information may be required. 
Such information is crucial for intelligent space systems 
that use multiple sensors and platforms to provide high 
performance monitoring of Earth or Space at low cost.

This project is addressing one of the key hurdles to 
achieving an alternate Positioning, Navigation and Timing 
(PNT) capability for Australia through the development 
of space-qualified, compact clocks. Over the last 5 years, 
the University of Adelaide has been developing a new 
optical atomic clock technology that uses small glass cells 
containing specially prepared atomic gases to produce a 
high-quality timing signal. Conventional space atomic clock 
technology makes use of similar technology; however, the 

University of Adelaide team took a revolutionary step in 
which they exploit an exceedingly narrow optical resonance 
of those atoms to create the timing signal.  Conventional 
approaches make use of much lower frequency microwave 
resonances in those atoms.  The optical approach allows 
significant reductions in size and weight, while opening 
avenues to higher performance.
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Dr Ady James

Education and Training 
Director – Industry Training

At the end of November we saw the kick-off of Phase 2 
of the Skills Gap Analysis which will be conducted by Dr 
Alex Tomy and Associate Professor Eric Pardede from 
La Trobe University. This will be aimed at taking the skills 
i9dentified in the initial project and matching those to 
roles and training providers. This will put us in a good 
position to start looking at where we may be able to help 
in developing appropriate training for the industry.

SmartSat are providing sponsorship and mentoring in 
the ASTRA program developed by Meaghan Munro and 
her volunteer team at the Australian Youth Aerospace 
Association (AYAA). The Astra Program provides tertiary 
students and young professionals of all disciplines 
an opportunity to learn about important issues in the 
Australian space industry. Details of the program can be 
found here: https://astra.ayaa.com.au.

 

Finally, in conjunction with the Industry Advisory Board, we 
have continued to provide Webinars in support of the ASA 
Demonstrator grants program, since the last newsletter we 
have covered: systems engineering, model based systems 
engineering (MBSE), spacecraft operations, launch 
regulations, licensing, risk analysis and insurance. So, a 
big thank you to our partners for supporting this initiative, 
and to the expert speakers that make these so valuable to 
the broader community. 

Prof Wei Xiang 

Director
HDR Program 

A LinkedIn page for SmartSat CRC PhD Student 
Group has been set up at: https://www.linkedin.com/
groups/13974856/. We are using this LinkedIn group as the 
public face of all SmartSat PhD students to engage with 
external stakeholders. 

The SmartSat annual conference was successfully held 
in early November. Two PhD presentation sessions were 
organised in the first day of the conference. Each session 
had five PhD students presenting. Each presentation was 
around 10 mins followed by 3 mins Q&A. The presentations 
were pre-recorded but the Q&A time was live. The two PhD 
presentation sessions had received great interest from the 
audience, making them the second most watched sessions 
of the conference. 

The CRC’s PhD scholarship assessment committee met in 
26 October to review and assess several PhD applications, 
with four being accepted for full scholarships.  Additional 
information/clarification will be sought from the other 
applications and we hope to confirm more positions soon.

A SmartSat PhD Information Session was presented to La 
Trobe researchers on 29 July 2021. The session attracted 
good numbers of audience followed by over 30-min Q&A. 

As our PhD cohort grows, we intend to deliver a series 
of seminars in 2022 to learn more about their research 
projects and engage them with SmartSat partners.

Education & Training 
College

Image: Australian Space Agency 
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“His contribution to 
telecommunications 
technology research and the 
field of engineering more 
broadly has been recognised 
through a number of national 
accolades.”

SmartSat announces Professorial Chair in 
Telecommunications with UniSA in honour 
of the late Professor Mike Miller

The new SmartSat Professorial Chair in 
Telecommunications has been named in honour of the 
late Emeritus Professor Mike Miller, acknowledging his 
lifelong contributions to the field of wireless and defence 
communications and to UniSA.

Prof Miller, who passed away in November, spent 35 
years at the University where he was Professor of 
Telecommunications and Foundation Director of the 
Institute for Telecommunications Research, which he 
established in 1994.

His contribution to telecommunications technology 
research and the field of engineering more broadly has 
been recognised through a number of national accolades.

He was elected Fellow of the Academy of Technology 
Science and Engineering in 1993, was named Australian 
Professional Engineer of the Year in 1995, received the 
Centenary Medal from the Australian Government for 
service in space science and technology in 2000; and was 
made an Officer of the Order of Australia in 2008.

The UniSA Michael Miller Medal, which Prof Miller 
established in 2005, continues to support aspiring 
researchers by recognising the UniSA STEM graduate or 
graduand with the most outstanding PhD thesis.

Prof Miller played an important role in transferring 
technology and knowledge to industry with several 
successful startups borne out of research developed 
at what was then the Institute for Telecommunications 
Research (ITR).

One of those was Myriota, which uses low earth orbit 
satellites to provide two-way data connectivity for remote 
sensors and devices. Prof Alex Grant, whose PhD was 
supervised by Prof Miller, went on to become the Chief 
Executive Officer of the successful spin-off company.

The Mike Miller SmartSat Professorial Chair in 
Telecommunications is jointly funded by the University 
and SmartSat, with recruitment for the role commencing 
early in 2022.
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Aurora Startup Cluster

Dr Tim Parsons 
Chair, Aurora Space Cluster
NSW Node Coordinator

The Smarsat Aurora Space Cluster has had its biggest 
quarter yet!

- Rolled out a new membership model for startups and 
supporters, successfully converting half of our original 
2020 supporters to financial members

- held 1:1 interviews with over 15 of our members for 
feedback and opportunities

- launched our first EOI for the Aurora Distributed Flatsat 
Project, hosted by SmartSat partner ACSER @ UNSW

- held a jam-packed 90-minute Aurora Showcase at the 
SmartSat CRC conference showcasing our Aurora startup 
members and supporting members.

 

Aurora is now preparing more initiatives for 2022, including 
converting the rest of our 2020 members, holding our first 
AGM and board elections, running in-person member - and 
state node-led events around Australia, online mentor 
matching, deepening our corporate partnerships, creating 
our first flight opportunities for members, and more!

 

Thanks to our founding board Anastasia Volkova 
(Regrow), Andrew Barton (formerly of Southern Launch, 
now SmartSat), Conrad Pires (PicoSat), Troy McCann 
(Moonshot), Prof Andy Koronios (SmartSat CRC) and Pete 
Nikoloff (SmartSat CRC). We continue to be indebted to 
SmartSat COO Andrew Beveridge, Industry Director Sarah 
Cannard, SmartSat chair Peter Woodgate, and - for all her 
amazing work engaging with our members - membership 
honcho Heather Gryst  at SmartSat !

NSW Node 
Following a high-profile in-person launch at the prestigious 
Museum of Sydney, featuring NSW Minister for Trade 
and Industry Stuart Ayres and SmartSat CRC CEO Andy 
Koronios, the first Demonstrator Program call for EOIs 
was released. A design workshop run in conjunction with 
Smartsat Partner ACSER @ UNSW led to five proposals 
coming forwards, and despite the second COVID-19 
lockdown, four of these were approved and announced. 
Key learnings: carefully facilitated, design-led interactions 
between R&D and industry work to create relationships, 
reveal capabilities, and inspire R&D ideas to tackle valuable 
industry problems.

 

Two site visits were also conducted, one in person at 
Nicholas Hacko Watchmaker, and one done virtually with 
GPC Electronics, which helped to establish a pattern for 
revealing local technical capability which we will expand on 
next year.

 

The second round call for proposals has just been released, 
adding a Mobility Program (exchange of people between 
R&D and industry) and Infrastructure Program (covering 
access by industry to R&D facilities and technicians), with 
no co-contribution required by government for either of 
these new programs. NSW Govt has also funded a new hub 
for space researchers, the Space Research Network, and 
we’re coordinating closely with them.

 

Image: GPC Tour
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Diversity & Inclusion 
Committee Update

Emily White

Executive Officer

Since the last newsletter, we have continued to progress 
work against our D&I Action Plan. We have recently 
published a document outlining our current D&I activities 
and future plans. You can view the document here.  

 We are currently working on a submission to become 
Champions of the Australian Academy of Science’s Women 
in STEM Decadal Plan. The Women in STEM Decadal Plan 
is an important initiative to attract, retain and progress 
women in STEM education and careers. SmartSat will 
align its gender equity initiatives with the plan to support a 
coordinated approach to action in this area. 

 We have continued to roll out the SmartSat Health & 
Wellbeing program for staff. New initiatives include St 
John’s First Aid training for staff, two days volunteer 
leave for staff to pursue volunteering opportunities and 
establishment of a blood donation team. 

 If you have any suggestions to enhance our D&I program 
or wish to collaborate on D&I related initiatives, please feel 
free to contact us.  

Events Update
SmartSat Conference 2021

Alison Bowman

Senior Communications 
Advisor

SmartSat’s first Annual Conference was a showcase of our 
first two years and brought together our partners, students 
and start-ups for a two day program, albeit virtually. 

Day One commenced with Distinguished Speaker Dr James 
D Garvin (NASA Goddard Chief Scientist) who discussed 
his roles at NASA, including special science advisor to the 
Mars Program Director.   James outlined NASA’s continuing 
Mars exploration program, and new missions to Venus 
and the Moon, and the innovative scientific research being 
undertaken with these missions.  

The focus then moved to the Aurora Space Cluster, 
hosted by Aurora Chair Dr Tim Parsons, with a series of 
presentations from Aurora members about their companies 
and services, followed by a presentation on the Aurora 
FlatSat project.  We also heard from Aurora supporting 
partners about how they wish to engage and support the 
Start-Up sector.

After lunch, a session hosted by HDR Director Prof Wei 
Xaing provided several PhD students the opportunity to 
present their research projects and SmartSat Research 
Program Manager Dr Andrew Barton discussed his career 
progression after his own PhD.  In addition, Dr Alex Grant 
(CEO of Myriota) shared his experiences and thoughts on 
how PhD students can engage with industry. 

Day Two commenced with a session with SmartSat’s 
leadership team providing an overview of strategic 
directions and the research program.  The Technology 
pathways to SmartSat’s three Capability Demonstrators 
were also discussed.  This was followed by technical 
presentations from selected project teams who outlined 
their research and the outcomes to date.    A session 
featuring SmartSat’s Professorial Chairs looking ahead to 
future technologies closed the conference.

All conference sessions are now available to watch online 
and posters can also be downloaded on the SmartSat 
website. 

Thank you to all the conference contributors who made this 
event a success.  We have already commenced planning 
the 2022 calendar 2022 and hope to have the opportunity to 
bring back face-to-face events as soon as possible !
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Awards
Prof Wei Xiang
SmartSat Higher Degree 
Research Director

Excellence in Research 
Engagement Award   

                 La Trobe University

Congratulations to Professor Wei Xiang for receiving the 
Excellence in Research Engagement Award at La Trobe 
University.  

The La Trobe Research Excellence Awards acknowledge 
those who contribute above and beyond the requirements 
of their role, pursue excellence and foster cross-University 
collaboration to achieve positive outcomes for our graduate 
research students and communities.

Professor Xiang was appointed Cisco Research Chair of 
AI and Internet of Things based at La Trobe in May 2020. 
Since then, he has played a crucial role in maintaining 
and strengthening the relationship between the two 
organisations. He established the Cisco-La Trobe Centre for 
AI and Internet of Things, Australia’s only research centre 
that specialises in exploiting the synergy between AI and 
IoT technologies. Professor Xiang has played a crucial 
role in planning for the La Trobe Digital Innovation Hub; his 
research centre and projects will underpin the research 
themes of the Hub.

InnovationAus 2021 Awards for Excellence
Gilmour Space

Gilmour Space Technologies has won the space category at 
the InnovationAus 2021 Awards for Excellence.

Gilmour is commercialising proprietary hybrid propulsion 
technology and will develop, manufacture and launch 
Australian built rockets and satellites to orbit from 
Australia. At the core of the company’s mission is an 
orbital-class hybrid propulsion engine that has been proven 
to overcome major performance issues for hybrid rockets.

The space category at the InnovationAus 2021 Awards for 
Excellence celebrated the most ambitious entrepreneurs 
in the space sector and ancillary remote automation 
technologies.

 
 
 

Appointments
Prof Ryszard Kowalczyk
SmartSat Professorial Chair in 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
University of South Australia

A new Professorial Chair in Artificial Intelligence (AI) has 
been established at UniSA as part of UniSA’s commitment 
to the SmartSat Cooperative Research Centre (CRC) 
Professorial Chair Program.  Leading international AI expert 
Professor Ryszard Kowalczyk has been appointed to the 
role, where he will develop and lead an interdisciplinary AI 
research program, working with UniSA researchers to boost 
innovation in AI and secure competitive funding. 
UniSA Deputy Vice Chancellor: Research and Enterprise 
Professor Marnie Hughes-Warrington welcomed Prof 
Kowalczyk’s appointment. 

“It’s an exciting time to join the University as technology 
is evolving more rapidly than we would have ever through 
possible,” she says. 

Prof Kowalczyk will join UniSA from Swinburne University, 
where he is a Professor in Intelligent Systems and the 
Director of the Swinburne Key Lab for Intelligent Software 
Systems. 

His research in AI has been recognised both nationally 
and internationally. In 2013, Prof Kowalczyk received the 
lifetime title of State Professor awarded by the President of 
Poland. 

Prof Kowalczyk is the second chair to be appointed by 
UniSA as part of the SmartSat Professorial Chair Program. 
The Professorial Chair Program includes additional chairs 
nominated by other universities forming the program. 
CEO and Managing Director of SmartSat CRC Professor 
Andy Koronios says the establishment of the AI Chair is the 
first step in building research capability in the priority area 
of AI. 

“The Professorial Chair Program allows us to appoint some 
of the world’s top researchers in disciplines of national 
importance,” he says. 

“These researchers will collaborate with universities and 
industry partners to drive research and innovation in the 
rapidly developing space sector.” 

Prof Kowalczyk will commence the role in early 2022. 
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Updates from the 
Australian Space 
Agency

Moon to Mars Programs

The $150 million Australian Moon to Mars Initiative (the 
initiative) supports Australian businesses and researchers 
to join NASA’s inspirational endeavour to go forward to 
the Moon and then go on to Mars. Investment focuses in 
Australia over a five-year period, commencing in 2020-21.

Trailblazer Program 

The Trailblazer Program is now open for applications – 
after an agreement was reached with NASA for a small 
Aussie made rover to head to the Moon as early as 2026.

Up to $50 million will be made available for a consortium 
of Australian businesses and research organisations to 
develop and build the rover.

This grant opportunity provides funding to leverage and 
diversify Australia’s world leading remote operations skills 
and experience by developing new foundation services 
capabilities, encouraging investment and opportunities in 
the Australian space sector.

This will be an incredible opportunity for Australian 
organisations to demonstrate their capability on the global 
stage, which will push them to grow and create fantastic 
new career opportunities for Australians.

Trailblazer Stage 1 is an open competitive grant opportunity 
providing up to $4 million for up to two successful 
applicants to develop foundation services rover solutions 
through early mission phases to Preliminary Design Review 
(PDR). Your contribution must be cash (not in-kind).

Demonstrator Program - Round 2 

Round two of the Demonstrator Program will see 
companies able to access up to $10 million to help launch 
their products into space. 

The Demonstrator Mission grant opportunity provides 
funding to Australian industry and research institutions 
focusing on Phases C to F mission development activities 
for current and existing space projects.

Demonstrator Mission Grants:

• grants of up to $10 million for development activities 
(noting it is expected a majority of successful grants to 
be up to $4 million) 

• development activities may include final design, 
fabrication, system assembly, integration, 

• qualification, launch and operation aligned with phases 
C to F of mission development

The objectives of the Demonstrator Mission Grants 
opportunity are to: 

• demonstrate Australian small and medium-sized 
enterprise (SME) capacity and capability 

• to develop space projects from final design, 
fabrication, testing through to assembly, 

• integration, launch, space operability, space support 
and/or access to space with a clear 

• potential to support Moon to Mars

Job opportunities at ASA

The Australian Space Agency is currently recruiting for a 
number of positions. These roles form part of the Agency’s 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer (CTO), which is 
responsible for maintaining awareness of the state of 
the art for the space industry, providing expertise and 
technical authority across the Agency and the Government, 
developing and maintaining technology roadmaps across 
the seven strategic priority areas, supporting strategic 
planning, and supporting domestic and international 
missions.

Space Technology Director (Executive Level 2)

Space Technology Assistant Director (Executive Level 1)

Senior Space Technology Officer (APS Level 6)

Space Technology Officer (APS Level 4 and 5)

Read more here.
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Saber Astronautics signs with Axiom Space 
to develop formal Australian Astronaut 
Programs 

Saber Astronautics has signed a deal with private 
spaceflight leader Axiom Space, Inc. to create an Australian 
presence on the International Space Station (ISS). Saber 
Astronautics will develop the first formal program to enable 
Australians and Australian industry to, via Axiom, access 
the Station’s orbiting microgravity laboratory and develop 
a new generation of space-developed products for human 
health, materials, electronics, cleantech, and more.

The Saber Astronautics program aims for direct industrial 
involvement and flights using people selected from the 
Australian public. Saber’s CEO Dr. Jason Held explains, 
“What we would like to do is open the benefits for broader 
industrial use by conventional industry.”

The ISS program has been a test bed for advanced 
scientific research since its completion in 2011, with much 
of the technology previously developed for space finding 
“spinout” advantage for the commercial sector on Earth.

NASA competitively selected Axiom to add a series of its 
privately developed modules to the ISS beginning in late 
2024, planned to later detach and become a free-flying, 
next-generation station – a move widely understood to be 
paving the way for the commercial successor to the 20-year 
old station. NASA and Axiom Space further signed an order 
for the first private astronaut mission to ISS in February 
2022, with Axiom planning multiple missions as precursor 
to its station construction. 

The deal with Axiom builds on Saber Astronautics’ growing 
leadership in space operations. Saber currently owns and 
operates the Responsive Space Operations Centre (RSOC) 
based in Adelaide and Colorado.  The Adelaide RSOC 
received $6M funding from the Australian Space Agency’s 
Space Infrastructure Fund last year. Supporting astronauts 
is a long-term goal of Saber’s RSOC program accelerated by 
the agreement with Axiom.

As part of the program, Saber will directly engage 
Australian companies in a series of workshops in each 
state, in coordination with local governments. Consortiums 
formed by the workshops will develop the requirements 
and resources that their products will need for the flights. 
The program will both train the companies that participate 
as well as help them determine which products can benefit 
from the ISS program.

By involving domestic industries directly, not only will 
the Australian market gain access to build new and 
competitive products, but also form a cornerstone program 
to bring astronauts from the Australian population. This 
allows a path for Australians to be astronauts and work 
independently without requiring a change of citizenship to 
the USA or European Union.

Read more here.

News from our partners
Fleet Technologies to establish satellite 
hyper factory in new Space Park

Fleet Space Technologies will establish a satellite Hyper 
Factory in the newly announced Australian Space Park in 
Adelaide, and develop a constellation of new 3D printed 
small satellites. The South Australian Government will 
invest $20million (AUS) in Australia’s first dedicated space 
manufacturing hub.

Following this announcement from the South Australian 
Government and Fleet’s recent Series B raise of $26.4m 
(USD), Fleet Space will establish its new Hyper Factory at 
the Australian Space Park, which will co-locate four space 
manufacturing companies in a purpose built facility with 
a focus on collaboration in the heart of Australia’s ‘Space 
State’. This will accelerate the expansion of Fleet Space’s 
in-house research and development arm to build a Hyper 
Factory, where it will create the Alpha small satellite - the 
world’s first entirely 3D printed smallsat device.

From the Hyper Factory, the Fleet Space’s Alpha 
smallsat constellation will be designed, engineered and 
manufactured. Alpha, which also integrates beamforming 
antennas and electronics, will run alongside Fleet Space’s 
existing collaboration with Centuri constellation partner, 
Tyvak, creating a complimentary constellation that further 
increases its connectivity speed and reach.

The Australian Space Park in which Fleet Space Technology 
will build a Hyper Factory will be the first of its kind in 
the southern hemisphere. Four companies, Fleet Space 
Technologies, Q-CTRL, ATSpace and Alauda Aeronautics, 
will co-locate in a purpose-built facility with a focus on 
collaboration and production of small satellites and their 
payloads, rockets, electric vertical take-off and landing 
vehicles (eVTOL), and supporting componentry and 
technical systems.

Read more here.
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Upcoming Events 

Air & Power Conference 

22 - 23 March

Mixed Mode - Virtual & Physical

National Convention Centre Canberra

The Air and Space Power Conference 2022 will explore 
resilient and innovative approaches to achieve national and 
regional advantage in air and space power. 
 
The ASPCon22 is focused on resilience and innovation in 
air and space power and will feature an Innovation Expo 
- a special event that connects cutting-edge research and 
innovation from Defence, research institutions, academia, 
start-ups and industry. The event will showcase and provide 
access to key innovators and stakeholders from across 
the air & space domain.  Topics should be future focussed 
and have relevance to achieving operational advantage 
or building resilience in national air and space power 
capabilities.

View more information here.

The Southern Hemisphere Space Studies 
Program (SHSSP)
17 Jan – 18 Feb 2022

The Southern Hemisphere Space Studies Program (SHSSP) 
is conducted by the University of South Australia in 
partnership with the International Space University (ISU).

Benefit from expert-led lectures, workshops and team 
projects, bringing together the most current and innovative 
research and expertise in the international, intercultural 
and interdisciplinary aspects of space the ISU is 
renowned for. This intensive five-week program provides 
a multidisciplinary understanding of the key activities and 
areas of knowledge required by today’s space professions.

The SHSSP is tailored to deliver cutting-edge knowledge 
relevant to industry professionals, government and defence 
services, graduate researchers and STEM undergraduate 
students who have completed at least two years of study.

View more information here.

13th Australian Space Forum
3rd March 2021 
Adelaide Convention Centre

The 13th Australian Space Forum will be run along similar 
lines as the previous Forums.

The topics of focus for the 13th Forum are:

• The national and international space landscape

• Defence Update: Securing Australia’s Use of Space in a 
Changing World.

• Space Traffic Coordination and Management: The Next 
Step in Space Situational Awareness

For more information and to regsiter, please visit the Andy 
Thomas Space Foundation website. 
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